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Analysis is made of all the propagating modes of a vanishingly small rec-

tangular waveguide partially filled with transversely magnetized ferrite.

Each of these modes is shoivn to propagate in only one direction and to tend

to be lossy. Use of these properties can be made in the design of a novel non-

resonance isolator. All but one of the propagating modes vary in amplitude

along the dc magnetic field. Yet they can apparently be excited experimen-

tally at a boundary by an incident mode, with none of the modes having any

variation along the dc field. Theoretical considerations indicate that finite

conductivity in the waveguide walls may be responsible for this coupling.

The unidirectional properties of these modes suggest the possibility of

building purely reactive isolators, bid these can be shown nonexistent from

general energy considerations. Experiments are described that show that

nature resolves this "paradox" by absorbing power, even in low-loss ferrite,

rather than reflecting it. Some possible explanations of this behavior are set

forth.

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been shown that, for certain ranges of transverse magnetic

field, there are an infinite number of propagating modes in a waveguide

completely filled with ferrite, 12 ' 3 no matter how small the guide. These

modes we will call gyromagnetic modes, since they have no analog in

waveguides filled with isotropic material. For symmetrical structures,

the modes of these completely filled waveguides show no nonreciprocal

behavior. It is the intention of the present paper to study a similar set

of gyromagnetic modes for a waveguide only partially filled with ferrite.

Here there are displayed some interesting nonreciprocal effects, which

we will describe.

The procedure used will be first to derive explicit expressions for the

propagating modes for the partially filled waveguide for a given range
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of magnetic fields. We will then show how the nonreciprocal modes ob-

tained can be used in a straightforward fashion to construct a novel

isolator. Experimental evidence will be presented that indicates that

these higher order modes may be excited from the dominant TE mode,

even with boundaries that have no variation in the direction of the

applied magnetic field. Some theoretical considerations will indicate that

finite conductivity in the waveguide walls may be responsible for this

coupling.

Finally, we will consider the possibility of building purely reactive

isolators. These will be shown to be nonexistent from general energy

considerations. But, as Button and Lax4 have pointed out, there are

modes which propagate in one direction but are cut off in the reverse,

suggesting the possibility of reactive isolation. Some experiments will

be described which show that nature resolves this "paradox" by absorb-

ing power rather than by reflecting it. Some possible explanations of

this behavior will be set forth.

II. GYROMAGNETIC MODES IN PARTIALLY FILLED RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE

We wish to find all of the propagating modes of a rectangular wave-

guide partially filled with ferrite ( Fig. 1 ) . In order to simplify the analysis

we will find it convenient to consider the waveguide's transverse dimen-

sions to be small compared to a free-space wavelength. Although this

assumption will cut off all of the conventional TE modes, the TE "fer-

rite dielectric" mode may still propagate, as well as other gyromagnetic

modes.

v:,

Fig. 1 — Rectangular waveguide partially filled by ferrite slab.
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111 a loss-free feromagnetic medium, Maxwell's equations are given by-

curl H = io)(E,

curl E = — iunoT-H,
(1)

where E and H are the usual field vectors, the time dependence is as-

sumed to be e""' and the tensor T can be written in the Cartesian frame

(x,y,z) as

(2)

Combining the two equations (1), we obtain the wave equation

V X V X H - co
2

en T-K = 0. (3)

This has two plane wave solutions, e
,-kl 'R and e ' 2

'R
. In the limit for

which ki
z

, k
2
and k

2 » w
2
/x e, these solutions are governed

3 by the equa-

tions

Ki + hi
2 + - kzx = , (4)

kj + kJ + kj = 0. (5)

Equations (4) and (5) determine individual parallel plane-type modes.

We will solve these equations for the situation shown in Fig. 1. The fields

in the ferrite which satisfy the boundary conditions in the z direction,

Eg = Ey
— at y — and z = b, can be derived from (1) through (5)

as in Ref. 3. For the ferrite mode 1 corresponding to (4)

:

E,/ = F,*

( j cos (pi ± i sin <pi sin

[
j sin <pi + i cos <pi sin

in
1/2

cos

irmz

~b~

irmz

IT
irmz

(6)

T7r??l -i/2
• exp

|_T*
( ± x sin <pi + y cos <pi)
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H,/* = F ± iirm /l — m

± sin ^x cos
TTWIZ

irmg
COS <pi COS

+]/2 . irmz
-* sinT

(7)

[wmt _]/2/ ... x I

•exp — M ( ± a; sin ^ + y cos n) I,

where

mi
fcal =

b
(m = 1,2,3 •••),

,
. m7T -1/2

fc„i = % -=- m cos v5i

,

. . W7T _i/2 •

«*i = * -r- n sin Vx

,

and the variable <pi is introduced for convenience, as in Ref. 3, in place

of the propagation constant to be determined by the boundary condi-

tions in the x direction. The superscript + or — on field quantities re-

fers to the two solutions e~'
kzZ

and e
+,kxZ

respectively, describing the x

variation for the same y variation e~ yV
. The constants F and F~ are

the corresponding amplitude constants. Note that m — is excluded.

The assumption of k z being very large does not apply to m = and

hence this will be treated separately. For mode 2 corresponding to (5):

*/ -F«
iirm

. nnz± sm <p2 sin —j—
o

cos <P2 sm
nm

irmz
cos

•exp — ( ± x sin <p2 + y cos <p2 )]

(8)
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L2/

( cos <po ± sin v?2 ) cos —7—
M — 1 b

, .
,

U N 7TWZ
( ± Sill -p2 H r COS <p->) cos —r-

IX
— 1

z/c . irmz

1
sm "T

n — 1 o

(9)

[WITT f , ,
n— ( ± a; sm ^2 + y cos po)

,

where

, mic

7 . mx
A

,

!/2
= « -T- cos V?2,

. . WT .

A'j-2 = fc -j- sin v?2

,

and ^2 is the convenient dependent variable for mode 2. Note that, in

order for modes 1 and 2 to have the same y variation,

cos <p2 = f*~
V2

cos <Pi . (10)

For the fields in the air region, the two independent plane-wave solu-

tions are both governed by the same equation, which, in the small wave-

guide approximation, is also the same as the ferrite mode 2 given by (5).

For convenience in satisfying the air-ferrite interface boundary condi-

tions, we will not use the usual resolution of these two modes into trans-

verse electric and transverse magnetic. Instead, we will choose one mode

so that its tangential electric field can be made continuous with ferrite

mode 1 across the interface and the second made so that its tangential

magnetic field can be made continuous with ferrite mode 2 across the

interface. Thus, for air mode 1 we obtain

E,
± _= ^i

d

T _i/2 sin <pj. ( _ l_—

[_ sin ip>\ k )]*
irmz

cos <pi ± % sin <p2 J
sin

. . irmz
sin <pi + i cos <p-i J

sin —j—

._I/2 xmz
lit cos ——

(11)

[wm
T (± x sin <p2 + y cos (pi) ]•
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Hi.* = A?
lm

cos

, COS U>2± — COS
sin <p2

1
sin —=-

sin <p2 o

irmz

~b~

irmz

~T

irmz

(12)

•exp \^j- (± x sin <p2 + y cos <p2 )

where we have used div E = and div H = to evaluate Ex and Hx

and (10) is employed to simplify the expression. For air mode 2

iirm

oieob

— sin <p2 sin

=F cos 9?2 sin

=F cos

irmzT
irmz

V
irmz

(13)

•exp -=- (± x sin <p2 + y cos p2 ) ,

&k . \ irmz
=F COS £>2 + r sin <p2 I cos —j—

ju - 1 /

sin <p2 ±
tK

M - 1

COS <P2 I cos
irmz

%K

- 1

sm
irmz

(14)

•exp
7T?ft

-5- ( ± x sin ^>2 + y cos v>•)]

It is easy to verify that these modes satisfy the Maxwell equations in the

air region.

The boundary conditions in the x direction now require Ev and Ez to

vanish at both metal walls and Ey , Ez , Hv and Hz to be continuous

across the ferrite-air interface. This will give us eight linear homogeneous

equations to determine the eight unknown constants 4 1,2* and /?i,2
±

,

leading to the secular equation determining the propagation constant.

We wish to concentrate only on those modes that are propagating,

i.e., those for which cos <P2 is imaginary. We will also restrict our atten-

tion to those modes for which n > 0, so that cos <pi will also be imaginary.
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This will cause real values for both sin pi and sin (pi , so that all the

modes will have real exponential decay in the x direction. If we further

assume that the waveguide width, a, is much larger than the height, b,

we need only consider those modes which decay away from the bound-

aries.

Thus, at the metal-ferrite wall we need only consider Elf
~ and E2

/~

(taking the sign of sin ipi and sin (p2 as positive). This leads to exactly

the same mode found in Ref . 3 for a completely filled waveguide,

/x

cot <pi
= — i~ . (15)

K

With the use of (9a) and (10), (15) can be solved for ky :

1 mr . hk*FM: ku = -^-A/^-2
. (15a)

We can call this the ferrite-metal (FM) mode since it has a maximum
amplitude near the ferrite-metal wall. Notice that there is a solution for

this partially filled waveguide only for one direction of propagation for

a given value of k.

At the air-metal wall we need consider only Ei„
+
and E2a

+
. Since these

have exactly the same x dependence there is no nontrivial propagating

solution for this case.

At the ferrite-air (FA) interface we need consider only the plus modes

in the ferrite and the minus modes in the air. The requirements of con-

tinuous Ev , Ez , Hy and Hz lead to the relations

(Fi
+ + AC) ( sin (pi + i cos <pA

(F+ + iD(^I/2

)

'F-t _ Af\ iirm _ _

~e Z)~ub~~ ' (16)

tirm „—r cos (pi = 0,

iTtn 1 —

oiHayb

1
— M / rr + i

C0S V2 a - 1Z
( cos ^xFr + ^—*- A x )

k \ sin <p2 /

h (F8
+ + A 2 ) ( — sin <p2 + —^— cos <p2

J
= 0,

iirm 1 — n ( -1/2,-, + 1
A

-

r 1 — M ''l = ^l
oifxonu k \ sin (pi

+ (f2
+ + An (- -A_) = o.
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For solution, the determinant of the coefficients multiplying Fi
+

, Ac,
F2
+ and Ai~ must vanish. The factoring of this determinant leads to

two values of <pi :

tan (pi = —i-
, (17)

tan £>2 + m tan <pi = —in. (18)

These can be solved for the propagation constant with the aid of (9a)

and (10):

FAI: ^=—̂ i/^-, (17a)

FAII : |/(^)' + V + M /j/i(^y + V - -* (18a)

We will call these the ferrite-air modes (FAI and FAII), since the

fields fall off exponentially from the ferrite-air interface.

The modes FM, FAI and FAII represent all the propagating modes for

n > except for the casem = 0, for which the approximations used above

are not valid. However, m = represents a TE mode such as was treated

by Button and Lax.
4
In the limit of small waveguide [b

2
<<C l/(co

2

Moe)]

the only TE mode that is not cut off is the "ferrite dielectric" mode.

Its propagation constant is given by

(// — K
2
)ka coth kn (a — 5) = nky — phm coth kmd, (19)

where

K = kv \/l-^, (20)

and

ornot fi
2 —

^^Y'-W-r"- (21)

and where 5 is the ferrite thickness and a the guidewidth.

A sketch of the propagation constant as a function of magnetic field is

shown in Fig. 2 for the various propagation modes. It can be shown from

(15a), (17a) and (18a) that the FM mode propagates in the plus y

direction between y. = k and fi = 0, that the FAI mode propagates in the

minus y direction between h = k and h — and that the FAII modes

propagate in the minus y direction between p = k — 1 and h = 0. The

FD mode has more complex behavior. For small values of (a — S)/8
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[less than 1 + u/(yirM) for material obeying Polder's relations,
5

], the

FD mode has a group velocity in the -\-y direction between n = k and

fx
= k — 1, but the propagation constant is either plus or minus depend-

ing on whether

(•-

. 2 2\— d k — n

is positive or negative. For large (a — 8)/8 [greater than 1 + u/(yrM)]
t

the FD mode has both group velocity and phase velocity positive be-

tween n = k and ft = k — 1, but it is double-valued between p = k — 1

and n = 0, having a positive group velocity at whatever magnetic fields

it has a negative group velocity.

These gyromagnetic modes tend to be lossy, particularly for the

higher orders. This can be demonstrated by allowing n and k to be

slightly complex: ju = ju' — ju", k = k' - ju" . Then the expressions for

the propagation constant can be expanded to give

fc„(* k) = Mm', «) ~ JP / - 3 f* ^ (22)
O/J. OK

In all the expressions for kv , FAI, FAII, and FM, dkv/dn and dky/dn

can be seen to be proportional to m. That is, the attenuation increases

linearly with the order number, m.

III. GYROMAGNETIC MODE STRIP LINE ISOLATOR

We can use these gyromagnetic modes to make a novel isolator. As a

design objective we will try to excite a high-order gyromagnetic mode

for one direction of propagation, thus obtaining loss, but will try not to

excite any in the opposite direction. To do this we will use a strip line

TEM mode incident on a ferrite section, as shown in Fig. 3. The TEM
mode has magnetic field components that are symmetric in the z direction

and will not couple to the TE mode of the ferrite. However, they are

appropriate to couple to the gyromagnetic modes.

To get maximum coupling we need spatial harmonics of the TEM
mode to have appreciable amplitudes at the gyromagnetic propagation

constant. One way to accomplish this is to break up the ferrite along

the y direction.

Now, since the fields fall off in the x direction away from the strip

line, we would expect the ferrite-air modes to be excited more than the

ferrite-metal modes. Since the FA modes exist for only one direction of

propagation and the FM modes for the other, we should get appreciable
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Fig. 3 — Strip line isolator employing periodically broken ferrite slab.

attenuation for the direction of propagation of the FA modes, but little

attenuation in the reverse direction.

A physical embodiment of this idea has been built, and a plot of the

forward and reverse loss as a function of frequency is shown in Fig. 4.

Ratios of reverse to forward loss of greater than 10 can be obtained over

a 30 per cent bandwidth. It should be emphasized that this is not a

resonance-type isolator. The absorption does not depend on circular

polarization, nor does it occur at the ferromagnetic resonance (approxi-

5-2 5.3 5.4 5.5

FREQUENCY IN

5.6 5.7 5.8 5.9

KILOMEGACYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. 4 — Typical characteristic of the gyromagnetic mode strip line isolator of
Fig. 3: a = 0.900 inch; b = 0.400 inch; 5 = 0.170 inch; S = 0.155 inch; W = 0.588
inch; I = 0.155 inch.
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mately 4.4 kmc for the case indicated). On the other hand, the maximum
absorption does occur between the frequencies for which y. = (6.2

kmc) and n = k — 1 (4.5 kmc), as would be expected for coupling to

the FAI mode. The small forward loss is believed mainly due to the ex-

citation of the FM mode.

IV. EXCITATION OF GYROMAGNETIC MODES FROM A UNIFORM* TE MODE

THROUGH WALL LOSS

We have been surprised to discover experimentally that uniform* TE
modes can couple to modes with different symmetry, even when the

boundary is uniform.* For instance, let the dominant TE mode of a

rectangular guide be allowed to impinge on another rectangular guide

containing a slab of ferrite as shown in Fig. 5. The slab completely fills

the waveguide in the z direction and ends abruptly on an xz plane. Thus,

neither the original mode nor the boundary has any quantity which

varies along the magnetic field (z direction). We then insert a probe in

the ferrite to probe for nonuniform modes. This probe consists of a

metallic plate inserted in the middle of the ferrite slab in the xz plane

with metal leads running out in the x direction. Energy will be coupled

to this probe only if the average of Hz along the z direction is nonvanish-

ing or if a component Ex appears at z = 6/2; i.e., only if nonuniform

field components appear.

Fig. 5 — Ferrite slab geometry with embedded strip line terminating in coaxial

lines.

* By "uniform" we mean to indicate that there are no variations parallel to the

applied field.
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4 5 6 7 8 9

MAGNETIC FIELD IN GAUSS X 100

Fig. 6 — Power transmitted to coaxial line with TE incidence on embedded
strip line geometry.

In Fig. 6 the fraction of the power coupled to the probe is plotted as a

function of magnetic field. In the absence of the field, this fraction is

below — 37 db, the residual presumably being due to small errors in

alignment. However, for a particular applied magnetic field this fraction

can increase to — 15 db, an increase of 22 db. The fact that there are

irregularities in the coupling as a function of field suggests an inter-

ference between some of the excited modes.

A similar experiment was performed with a full height slab in the

center of a square waveguide, away from both side walls (Fig. 7). A
dominant mode of a rectangular guide is made incident on this square

guide, exciting one polarization. The transverse electric field is probed

by examining the transmitted power into a rectangular waveguide at

right angles to the first one. Again, if only uniform modes were excited,

there should be no transmission. Yet, as shown in Fig. 8, the transmis-

sion increases from — 47 db at H = to as high as — 16 db with an ap-

plied magnetic field, an increase of 31 db. That this transmission was not

Faraday rotation in a small axial magnetic field component could be

assured by observing the transmission to be relatively insensitive to a

slight tilting of the magnetic field with respect to the waveguide. Both

of these experiments indicate the possibility of coupling appreciable

power into nonuniform modes.

The only mechanism we have been able to discover which leads to a
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compatible model for such a coupling has been the finite conductivity of

the walls. Let us consider then what would happen to a TEM wave that

was started through a two-dimensional ferrite media contained between

metal plates of finite conductivity (Fig. 9). The TEM mode has initially

the components E, and Hx , whose amplitudes are independent of z. As

the mode moves through the medium, a magnetic field is developed at

right angles to M and Hx ; i.e., a field Hy is developed. This field Hv

induces currents, n X yoHy , in the metal walls. If the walls have a finite

conductivity, <r, an electric field will therefore appear equal to

- n X yoHy .

(7

Since at the top face this is opposite in direction from the bottom, the

induced electric field in the ferrite medium, Ex , has a z variation which

is antisymmetric about the middle of the waveguide, as indicated in

Fig. 9.

As the wall conductivity is made ever larger, this antisymmetric com-

ponent tends to disappear. The limiting processes as this field disappears

are, however, very unclear. For instance, we have considered (in Ap-

pendix A) the infinite spectrum of modes in the ferrite medium that

would be excited by an incident TEM mode perturbed by the finite

conductivity of the walls. Under the simple perturbation assumed, we

find an unlimitedly large amount of scattered energy is predicted. Since

this is impossible, we conclude that the simple perturbation picture is

Fig. 7 — Square guide with uniform ferrite slab terminating in orthogonal

output.
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4 5 6 7 8 9

MAGNETIC FIELD IN GAUSS X 100

12 13

Fig. 8 — Transmission characteristic to orthogonal output by means of a uni-

form ferrite slab. Solid curve is forward direction; dashed curve is reverse.

incorrect. This leads to the suggestion that modes with variations along

the magnetic field are excited at the boundary even in the limit of in-

finite wall conductivity.

One might wonder why this process of assuming a finite wall resistivity

yields a coupling in the limiting process, whereas a starting assumption

DIRECTION OF
INCIDENT
WAVE

HDC
J

ELECTRIC FIELDS
IN UPPER AND N_ J
LOWER PLANES

INSTANTANEOUS
NUTATING RF

>MAGNETIC FIELDS
AT UPPER AND
LOWER PLANES

Fig. 9 — Transversely magnetized ferrite slab bounded by finitely conducting
parallel planes.
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of a loss-free medium does not. It must be remembered that uniqueness

of the field representation is obtained only by recognizing the existence

of loss terms, however small. Therefore, any reactive physical system

has meaning only through this limiting process. Some classical "para-

doxes" have owed their existence to the failure to recognize this fact. The

above discrepancy in results arrived at by the two processes should

therefore not be disturbing.

Thus, although we have not been able to show rigorously that these

gyromagnetic modes must be excited from an incident uniform mode in

the limit of resistanceless walls, we have demonstrated their excitation

experimentally and have produced a plausible explanation of how this

might be possible.

V. GENERAL THEOREM ON THE NONEXISTENCE OF PURELY REACTIVE ISO-

LATORS

We can see from the analyses of Section II and have shown in Fig. 2

that, for k > n > k — 1 , the situation described by Button and Lax is

manifested for the ferrite dielectric (FD) mode: it propagates in only

one direction. It should be noticed that the same thing is true for any

one of the other gyromagnetic modes. This suggests that a lossless de-

vice could be made which would be perfectly transmitting in one direc-

tion (assuming one could match into one mode, e.g., the ferrite dielectric

mode), but be nontransmitting in the opposite direction. However, we

can show that such a device is impossible.

Let us consider two reference planes in a waveguide that are so far

removed on either side of an arbitrarily loaded section that all modes of

the waveguide except a dominant one are vanishingly small. We may

then set up a scattering matrix between these reference planes, which we

designate 1 and 2, to relate the incident waves, u, and reflected waves,

v, at each of these points

:

Vi = snui + S12M2,

{26)

v2 = S21U1 + S22W2

,

or, operationally,

v = su. (24)

In a loss-free network under steady-state conditions, s is unitary, so

that

I
Su

|

2 +
I

S12
I
= 1,

I
s22 |

2 +
I

s2l I

2 = 1, (25)

SnS21* + Si2*S22 = 0.
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By algebraic manipulation of these relations (and assuming s22 and s2 i

to be nonvanishing), we find

|2 l |2 I |2 I |2

*11 - S22 = U21 - S12 ,

Sll I I *12

(26)

S22 S21

and thus

|2
S21 I / I |2 I i2\ I |2 I |2 fcv*\

{ I
S21

I
- I

S12
I

) =
I

S12
I
—

[ «21 I
- (27)

I

S22
.

The only way for this last relation to be true is for

I «u I

2 =
I

s21 |

2
. (28)

Hence,

I
an P =

I

s22
1

2
. (29)

These two equations state that the transmission and reflection look-

ing from one direction must equal in magnitude the transmission and

reflection, respectively, looking from the other. That is, no isolator ac-

tion is possible in such a loss-free network.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL BEHAVIOR OF SOME "REACTIVE" ISOLATORS

We have attempted to set up experimentally two situations which

were designed to give "reactive" isolation. The first is based on the

ferrite dielectric mode described by Button and Lax. A rectangular

waveguide partially loaded as shown in Fig. 1 was made small enough

so that all the conventional TE modes were cut off. A junction was made
between this section of small loaded guide with standard unloaded guide,

with suitable tuning screws for matching. The reflection and transmis-

sion in both directions are plotted in Fig. 10 as a function of the trans-

verse magnetic field. We observe the predicted "one-way" transmission

but note that the loss in the reverse direction is attributable primarily

to an absorption, not reflection.

A second type of reactive isolator can be made out of a field-displace-

ment isolator (Fig. 11). In this type of isolator the dominant mode can

l)e made to have an electric field null at one face of ferrite for one direc-

tion of propagation. If we were to place a copper sheet at this point

(see Fig. 11) it should not affect the propagation in this direction.

However, for the reverse direction the field of this mode does not have

a null. We would expect, therefore, that if the forward direction were

well matched it could be made perfectly transmitting, while one might
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expect a strong reflection would occur in the reverse direction, contrary

to the theorem proved in Section V.*

The experiment was tried on a variant of the geometry shown in Fig.

11, using a partial height slab with the final dimensions shown in Ref. 7.

In Fig. 12 the transmission and reflection in the forward and reverse

directions are shown as functions of magnetic field. One can see that we
can arrange just what we expected in the forward direction with a trans-

it

q a

(b)

RETURN LOSS
OBSERVATIONS
IDENTICAL

ANC
D

) REVE
RECTIO

RSE
>JS

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400
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Fig. 10 — Characteristics of a ferrite-dielectric mode "reactive" isolator, show-
ing that loss is caused by absorbtion rather than reflection: (a) insertion loss; (b)
return loss.

* It may be shown that the discontinuity in Hx at the ferrite interface permits,
to first order, coupling of an electric dipole to the mode having a null E field at
the interface. This statement in itself might be viewed as a thermodynamic viola-
tion.
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Fig. 11 — Field displacement isolator configuration with "perfectly" conduct-
ing scattering element replacing resistive sheet.
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mission loss of less than 1 db. But in the reverse direction, instead of

reflection, we obtain an absorption of greater than 30 db at some fields.

We thus find that when one attempts to build a theoretically impossi-

ble loss-free isolator, nature resolves the paradox, not by equalizing the

transmission in both directions as predicted by the theorem in Section

V, but by absorbing power in at least one direction, thus violating the

assumptions of the theorem.

VII. POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS OF "REACTIVE" ISOLATOR BEHAVIOR

It seems to us that the most reasonable explanation of the absorption

that appears when a "reactive" isolator should be reflecting is caused by

the excitation of gyromagnetic modes, which, as shown in Section II,

tend to be lossy. It should be noticed that, for the range of magnetic

fields investigated (m > 0) in Section II, there is no magnetic field for

which there are propagating modes in one direction and not in the op-

posite direction.

Thus, it is tempting to suggest that a possible resolution of this para-

dox of Section VI is that, if we really had a zero loss material, we would

get transmission in both directions, one set of modes carrying the power

in one direction, but a different set carrying it for the opposite direction

when the first set cannot propagate. For example, the FD mode in Fig.

10 could carry the power in one direction, whereas the FA modes would

carry it in the other.

It can be appreciated that this suggestion requires a simple boundary

to perform some rather startling feats. It must excite one mode for one

direction of propagation that has one distribution of fields, say the FD
mode with a uniform distribution in the z direction, while for the other

direction a different mode must be excited, e.g., the FA modes with a

sinusoidal variation in the z direction. In defense of the suggestion, we

offer the experimental evidence described in Section IV that a simple

boundary apparently can perform startling feats.

An alternate possible explanation has been offered by Walker.8 He

has proposed that power may be transmitted through cutoff modes.

Thus, if the FD mode is coupled for one direction of propagation, a set

of cutoff TE modes will carry the power in the reverse direction. This

similarly requires some extraordinary behavior at the boundaries. In

order for a cutoff mode to have appreciable amplitude at the far end, it

must have an amplitude at the near end that is exponentially larger, the

exponent being proportional to the length of the cutoff section. In the

presence of a little loss in the material, such large amplitudes would give

rise to large absorption, explaining the observed loss. Our reason for
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favoring the gyromagnetic mode resolution rather than the cutoff modes
is that we have experimental evidence for the coupling to the gyromag-

netic modes, but probing has thus far not indicated the existence of ex-

cess fields in the vicinity of the boundary.

Another suggestion for resolving the dilemma of the Button-Lax reac-

tive isolator was originally given us by R. L. Martin. This same sugges-

tion is attributed independently to some work of A. D. Bressler in this

matter. The viewpoint expressed was that the position of the ferrite slab

should be viewed as a limiting process as the ferrite slab approaches

contact with the wall. Under this situation, there is an FD mode prop-

agating in both directions that can carry the power. Since we have con-

sidered the case mathematically in which the slab exactly contacts the

wall, such a limiting procedure does not appear to have any justification.

Nevertheless, if we apply this process to the TE mode equations of Lax,

Button and Roth, 9 the propagation constant of the returning FD wave

approaches

k„ = - arctanh (k — n), (30)

where 5 is the air separation of the ferrite from the metal wall. This mode
has maximum fields at the ferrite surface which fall off exponentially

away from it as e~ "x
. Thus, most of the energy in this mode is confined

within a distance \/ky of the ferrite surface. As 8 goes to zero, we would

not be able to excite this mode from an impinging TE mode which has

zero transverse field components at the only values of x where the FD
mode has any amplitude. Thus, this does not appear to us a valid resolu-

tion of this paradox.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We thus see that the consideration of the gyromagnetic modes in a

partially filled waveguide has led to some unusual nonreciprocal effects.

Nonresonance isolation can be obtained without the deliberate introduc-

tion of loss material. Coupling to these modes tends to violate the usual

symmetry arguments. Finally, they seem capable of resolving the But-

ton-Lax "paradox" concerning reactive isolation.

We should like to acknowledge, with appreciation, the help of W. A.

Dean and J. J. Kostelnick in the experimental studies.

APPENDIX A

Scattering of a TEM Mode from a Uniform Semi-Infinite Ferrite Inter-

face Contained between Walls of Finite Resistivity

Properly, we should find the gyromagnetic modes corresponding to

(0) through (9) for walls of finite conductivity. This is an extremely in-
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volved process when we attempt to solve the partially filled waveguide

problem of Section II. Since we are interested only in showing the break-

down of symmetry arguments for predicting coupling, in what follows

we will consider a semi-infinite medium (Fig. 9) bounded by walls of

finite conductivity.

We will assume no variation in the fields in the x direction {kx = 0)

and confine our attention only to those modes for which
|
kz |

z
and

|

kv \

in the ferrite are large compared to w
2
e Mo . The plane wave fields in the

ferrite are then given
3
by

E\F —
<(^)

-1
-1/2

exp (±ikZlz — ikyij), (31)

l<:, v
-

(
-1

|
exp (±ik z„z - ikvy), (32)

HuT =

w
±1 exp (±ikZlz - ikuy), :::: i

+1/2,

B„* = + ?kz

±1

± M- 1

in

exp (=ht%fjB — ikyy). (34)

The relations corresponding to (4) and (5) are

kZl
= -in

+ll\ ,

Kz2
= llCy .

(35)

(36)

We will take the origin of the z-axis midway between the metallic bound-

aries. Note that the plus and minus ( ± ) now refer to z-directed waves,

which is different from the convention used in (6) through (9).

In the metal for a » we, Maxwell's equations reduce to

curl Hm = <rEm ,

curl Em = iojuoRm ,

(37)
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and the wave equation [corresponding to (3)] yields the relation

ky + kzm = —iufiocT. (38)

Let us first ask under what conditions the modes (6) through (9) are

distorted by the resistive walls. This will happen when the electric fields

caused by the induced current flowing in the resistive walls become

comparable to the maximum electric field of the mode. Now the induced

electric field is just (l/5«r)(n X H„,), where n is the surface normal, H,„

is the magnetic field at the wall, and 8 is the skin depth. Thus, (6)

through (9) with sin <p — yield

Ei (induced) _ fc„ , .

Ei (max) uhoh<t8
'

E2 (induced) _ 1 coe

E2 (max) 0-5
fc.,

'

(40)

We see that the induced fields for mode 2 decrease for large k z so that

this mode is little affected by a finite conductivity. However, for mode

1, when kz » coju /io"5, the induced fields are large and the mode 1 is

greatly modified.

To get the correct fields for this condition we must combine the plane

wave fields of (31) through (34). The problem can be simplified in this

large kz limit by noting that, for mode 1, the ratio of electric fields to

magnetic fields varies as l/kz , whereas for mode 2 this ratio varies as

k z . This means that, if the electric fields of the two modes are compar-

able, we can neglect H2 , while if the magnetic fields are comparable, we
can neglect E\ . But in this latter case we have already shown that, if

we retain both E»_ and Z/2 , we can satisfy the boundary conditions for

large kz by the unmodified mode 2 (without including Hi). Therefore

we will seek the modified mode 1 from a mixture of the electric fields of

mode 1 and mode 2 and neglect H2 .

This considerably simplifies our problem, since we note that Hu = 0,

By continuity across the metal-ferrite interface this also implies that

Hmx = 0. Therefore, from (35) we see that in the metal we have a TE
mode:

Since div H vanishes in the metal,

kzmHmz + kvHmy = (41)
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and the relation (39) with the use of (38) reduces to

*--£#- (° I- (42)

The wave we will select in each of the two metal regions will be that

which falls off exponentially away from the metal-ferrite interface. Thus,

in the -\-z region, if we take the root of fc**, that has a positive imaginary

part, we must .select the wave which varies as e ' z™z In the —z region

we select e

In the ferrite the total field for a particular mode ( characterized by a

y variation of e~
tkyV

) is given by

#i/\
. +

(Eip
+
\ -fElF

~\

The boundary conditions require that Ex , Ev and Hv be continuous

across the ferrite-metal interface. Let 6 = (kzb)/2. At z = +6/2, con-

tinuity of Ex and Hv requires that

AxV' + Afe'"1 = -^- UiV 1 - Afe"" 1

) (44)
fifCzm

I/-' / \HiF I \Hip

and, at z = —b/2,

i,VJl + A{-e+ih = - -22- UiV" 1 - Ar^1
). (45)

For large kg(kt
2 » w/too-),

kzM = —iky = A*22 = m &zi (4G)

With this relation, (44) and (45) have a solution

r>- 1/2

tan 26, - -f^- (47)
1 +M

and

4,+7-=-l- (48)

In order to evaluate A^± we require £^„ to vanish at z = ±b/2:
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AiV"*1 + Are"*'1 + A 2

+
e
+*91 4- ^"e

-" 2 = 0, (49)

A x

+
e~

ih + iir«
+"' + i4,V*' + ^V'" 2 - 0. (50)

These have the solution

^ = -a 2
~ = >ir™

+ sin 0i

sin t»3

(51)

Collecting (31), (32), (33), (43), (48) and (50), we obtain the result-

ant fields in the ferrite

:

.1-1*.
,—% • sin kz\z

sin hi -

sin kz\Z
— sin k#z

Ei/ = ^i sin /c,2 -

•
z.

6
sin ffd

^
ju

-1 2
cos kziz — cos kziZ

7
&

sin kz2 =

H„ ' =
-** L^^ Fi I -cos lcziz I fi-^",

„—»*«!/
(52)

WjUoM K

\/j

1/2
sin fczi2/

where

*" =26+26 arCtanhm,
kzt = n k z i

= iku ,

m = 1, 2,

(53)

(54)

(55)

and the z-axis is now considered to have its origin halfway between the

metal walls.

If the normal modes of the finite conductivity guide are enumerated,

Ey and Hy , we can expand the incident wave, (E/H), in terms of them

according to the relation

© = £© = £<).
where the amplitude A, is given in terms of the modes of the adjoint

set e/ and h/, (Appendix B) by
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(EXh/ + e/xH)-dS, (57)
I>S

and the lower case vectors e, , hy , represent a normalized set of modes,

which obey the normalization condition:

1 = [ (ey X h/ + e/ X hj)-dS. (58)
Ja

From (27) it can be seen that Aj is nonvanishing for the modes Eif of

large wave number [(22) and (23)], when the TE mode (E/H) is inci-

dent; i.e., these modes will be excited even though there is no variation

of the boundary in the direction of the magnetic field to excite them.

It is of interest to evaluate the total amount of power contained in

these higher-order modes. By our simplification of the problem to a

semi-infinite plane, all of the higher-order modes are cut off [equation

(25)]. In order to calculate a power flow, therefore, we need to introduce

a little loss into the ferrite medium. We do this by allowing the com-

ponents, n and k, of the permeability tensor to take on the complex

values, // — ifx" and k' — Ik" and the dielectric constant, e, to become

e' - it".

The total power across a cross section, Sv , is given by

P=JZf (Ey X H^ + E<* X H^-dS, = Z Py*. (59)

From Maxwells' equations (1) one can obtain the identity

div (Ey X H<* + E? X Hy) = twDioCHi-T^-Hi* - H,*-T-Hy)

+ (Eye*E J
- E** • eE„)] (60)

= 2w|>oH,-t-H i*+ e"EyE,],

where r is the tensor (l/2i)(T* — TT
) and is given by

n" Ik" 0^

r =
}
-*// 0). (61)

The application of Gauss' theorem to (30) in a small-volume element

bounded by S„(y), and Sy(y + dy) yields

A /" (Ey X Hi* + Ei* XHy)-dS„

(62)

= 2a, f (/ioHy-T-Hi* + e'EyE,*)^,
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whereupon, from (29),

iu f (moH ;
• t • H,* + e" Ej • Ei* )dSu

Pu =
k

'

y
'

Kl
*

(63)

iwA jA j*
j ( nohj rhi* + e"e> • e t

*
)dSu

Let us examine just a part of the power expended in the diagonal

power components, Pj
}
•, for the resistive wall modes, (22) and (23),

which we will call P mm . Here we will be interested in the dependence on

m for large m to normalize (22) and (23) according to (28). The ampli-

tudes I'\ for the normal modes must vary as

FtFj ~ m. (64)

If we evaluate AjAj* for the TEM mode as modified by the ferrite and

resistive wall (as discussed earlier) we find

AjA;*-^.m

Finally, the component of power, Pmm , in the rath mode varies as

P^-^V-^///. (66)m ma1

If we sum over all the modes, ra, we find that the total power contained in

these higher-order modes has a logarithmic singularity. This means that

the reflection and transmission coefficients at the boundary must have

been such as to reduce the amplitudes of the higher-w modes. This is

true no matter how high the conductivity becomes. Thus, a reasonable

interpretation of this divergence is that there must be a finite coupling

to the gyromagnetic modes, even those of lower m, at the boundary.

This argument leads to the suggestion that, if we have the proper ex-

planation of the observed coupling, this coupling might become inde-

pendent of wall conductivity at high enough conductivities.

APPENDIX B

Orthogonality Relationships

Orthogonality relations in generalized media are well covered in the

literature, f Nevertheless, to show explicit forms, we include derivations

t See, typically, Refs. 10 and 11.
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specifically directed to gyromagnetic media of the form discussed in this

paper.

A real medium supporting electromagnetic propagation is character-

ized by free space parameters, mo and e , and by relative electric and

magnetic susceptibilities. Given only a magnetic anisotropy produced

by an applied magnetic field in gyromagnetic media, we further charac-

terize the medium by the Polder tensor T, as well as by the ordinary

scalar relative dielectric constant, e.

The Polder tensor contains components which are all complex because

of losses. Nevertheless, the transverse off-diagonal terms of this tensor

are perfectly skew, and the sign associated with either component is

prescribed by the direction of precession. The transpose of this tensor

simply reverses the signs of the off-diagonal components and corresponds

to time reversal in the dynamic classical equation of the spin.

Let us define a medium reciprocal to the real medium of the guide

such that the following transformations hold:

Mo—» —mo,

Co
—

* — Co
,

where T' is an operator yet to be defined. The reciprocal fields are E'

and H' and satisfy the Maxwell equations

curl H' = -«WE', (67)

curlE' = itmT'-H.'. (68)

We have the identity

div (EXH' + E'X H)
(69)

= (E-curl H' + E'-curl H) - (H-curl E' + H'curl E).

From (67) and (68), the right-hand side of (69) becomes

iW[eo«(-E-E' + E'-E) + Mo(H'-!T-H - H-7"-H')].

If T' is defined such that T' = TT
, the right-hand side of (69) vanishes

identically, and

div (EXH' + E'XH) = 0. (70)

The reciprocal system bears the relation to the real system of creating

solutions identical to those of the real system but having a negative time

variation. If, then, there exists a solution of form e* in the real
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system there exists solutions

ilfiv+ul-f)} _ -iU-P)y+ut]

in the reciprocal system, implying, for the reciprocal propagation con-

stant /3',

& = -P. (71)

We now perform an integration of (70) over a differential volume of

a cylindrical waveguide formed by two infinitesimally separated planes

normal to the guide axis along the y direction, and intersecting the guide

walls. From Gauss' theorem,

f
(E X H' + E' X H)-dS = 0. (72)

Since E X dS vanishes on the guide wall, the surface integral takes on

value only over the two transverse planes normal to the axis. The left-

hand side of (72) has a value equal to the difference of the surface inte-

grals over these adjacent planes, viz.:

dy 1 [ (E X H' + E' X H)-dA = 0, (73)
dyJ

where A is the transverse cross section of the guide.

Let us assume a mode of order k for E and order j for E'

:

E = Ek(z,y)<r
if*>v

E' = E«W)r"'W)
'.

Then, from (73),

(/3a-
- ft) / [E* X H(i) + E0) X Hfcl-dA = 0, (74)

where we have employed (71) to transform /3'
(i)

to — (3; . Equation (74)

provides the final result:

f[Ek X H0> + E0> X H*]dA
= 8ik . (75)

f [E* X Hw + E (i) X Hfc]-dA

The notational change to that employed in (57) is evident.
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